
A WALK DOWN THE PATH OF MY MEMORIES

I walked today upon the often trod path
its wooden slats once so comforting to me
in a time when my world had turned on its end
and I was searching for an answer to the pain
The vista surrounding me—a comfort for
my aching soul

I remembered standing near the railing
looking down at the scene below in the water
of the comings and goings of the sea birds
for whom this was home
and I was an interloper along with the
massive buildings and boats clogging
their access to the shoreline

The memory of one particular day before
I lost him and before I had lost hope of
ever seeing him in his old self
when I wandered onto the connecting
boardwalk with tears ready to be shed
and gazed into the depths of blue gray water
below me — hoping for a way to get through
the misery and praying for an answer that
would make him whole again

No answer came and I didn’t know it then,
but the bubble of the dream we had together
was soon to pop and its pieces would scatter
as the ashes must have done when the Coast Guard
placed them into the depths of that bay in New Jersey
on a chilly October day when they handed me the flag
under which they had buried him and a framed map
of the place of the ash’s burial

But today was warm and sunny as spring finally
peeked out from under its winter blanket
and I was able to walk the path twice
re-exploring the newly lain brick near the
restaurants where happy strangers
took advantage of this first day of fine weather

And I was thankful that though it is almost four years
that he is gone, my legs are stronger and my heart
has been patched enough to enjoy the day and
not succumb to sorrow as I passed the place
on that path where benches lined the small inlet
where I used to watch the egret as you did
your New York Times puzzle
content to rest as we enjoyed the last moments
of peace — though I was ignorant that they were.
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